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Abstract
I want to construct a light-sensitive RNA polymerase that functions in vivo,
where the template for RNA synthesis is conveyed via light pulses from outside
the cell. I believe such a construct would have wide-ranging applications if it
could be achieved.
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Background

It seems clear to me that existing chemical methods for de novo nucleic acid
synthesis are incredibly suboptimal when compared with the methods used by
living cells. But harnessing the optimized nucleic acid manipulation tools used
by living systems is a problem, because the main way that life encodes information in nucleic acids is by copying existing nucleic acids. (Other methods,
such as relying on the combination of error-prone copying and natural selection,
are useful to life, but less useful as a method for creating specic nucleic acid
sequences. See gure 1.)
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Figure 1: Information ow in living systems (Central Dogma, annotated)

Thus the chicken-and-egg problem of creating nucleic acids to order without
a template to copy has traditionally been solved by chemical methods, as life
does not appear to oer a useful solution we can borrow.

Such methods are

slowly improving, but are nonetheless inherently messy and expensive.
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Motivations

DNA sequencing tools have been improving exponentially in recent times[9], to
the point where getting genomic data out of existing organisms is, if not quite
a solved problem, certainly approaching solved status.
The remaining problems before the ultimate goal of being able to reshape life
as we see t can be reached are twofold: rstly, knowledge of what to change in
a genome to achieve a given outcome; and secondly, how to make such changes
quickly and easily. The rst will not be addressed here, however it is my belief
that if the second problem can be solved, the rst one will become more tractable
as experimentation becomes simpler. Hence this proposal, while not addressing
either problem directly, is an attempt at solving a subset of the second problem
with the aim of increasing progress on the rst.
Of the choices of information-carrying molecules available (DNA, RNA, protein) for synthesis inside the cell, RNA oers the most exibility with the least
hassle.

Protein synthesis is complex and is a dead end in terms of conver-

sion to other information-carrying molecules. DNA synthesis is permanent, and
prone to complications (e.g. double-strandedness). RNA oers the best of both
worlds: it can be translated into protein, or into DNA via reverse transcriptases,
or function on its own. It has a short lifetime, so real-time experiments would
be possible.
I believe a reliable method of de novo RNA synthesis in vivo would be game-
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changing. Obviously it would allow shortcuts in existing uses for nucleic acids
(e.g. protein engineering potentially taking only minutes to express a protein
given its sequence). But equally it would reduce the amount of

infrastructure

required: taken to its logical extreme, it might be possible to do useful research
with equipment consisting of only the means to grow cell cultures and a light
source. This would surely decrease the barrier to entry for researchers, which I
see as a primary goal. (This is worth mentioning because a necessary precondition of this outcome is that articial barriers to adoption of this technology,
e.g. patents, must not be erected.)
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Template-independent RNA polymerases

RNA polymerases come in two types: template-dependent, where the template
is provided by an existing nucleic acid strand, typically dsDNA; and templateindependent, where the template is encoded implicitly in the structure of the
enzyme. Examples of the latter include poly(A) polymerases (PAPs) that add
a poly(A) tail onto mRNA, and CCA-adding enzymes (CCAEs), that add the
"CCA" sequence onto the end of tRNAs.

Both sets of enzymes have been

extensively studied and crystal structures are known[2].
I am primarily going to consider CCA-adding enzymes as they already have
the capability for adding more than one type of base, and are extremely specic
in their action.

CCAEs are found universally (even in organisms where the

terminal CCA motif is explicitly encoded in tRNA genes, such as

E. coli ),

although some organisms the CCA-adding function is split between a CC-adding
enzyme and an A-adding enyzme.
CCAEs can be divided into two classes, based upon structural motifs, class
I enzymes are found in archaea and class II enzymes are found in prokaryotes

Archaeoglobus
fulgidus, a thermophile[7]. Class II enzymes have been studied in Thermotoga
maritima, Aquifex aeolicus and in Bacillus stearothermophilus, in addition to
E. coli and Homo sapiens.
and eukaryotes[10]. The most-studied class I enzyme is that from

Class II enzymes have several well-dened structural motifs, some of which
are conserved across other polymerases including PAPs[6]. In particular, there
is just a single NTP binding pocket.
Previous experiments have succeeded in modifying a class II CCAE to add
other bases instead of C and A [4], and in creating a chimeric poly(CCA) polymerase from a class II CCAE and a PAP[1].
Such results indicate that class II CCAEs seem a good starting point for
modication.
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Light-dependence

TODO: mostly questions here. Do there exist natural photoenzymes that are
not optimized for energy extraction?

Do we need cofactors?
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[5] claims that

only two enzymes (protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase and DNA photolyase)
are known to require light for catalysis. Photoreceptors seem common however.
Opsins[8]? Can we get them out of the membrane? (Yes: [3]) Do we need to?
How small can they be made? Can they be stuck to a CCAE?
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A light-dependent polymerase?

The light-sensitive elements could be part of the enyzme or part of the nucleotides. I assumed the former, but the existence of the latter possibility should
not be forgotten.
Getting an enzyme to reliably add just a single nucleotide of our choice will
be hard. My initial idea involved four wavelengths of light, one per nucleotide,
but conceivably a fth wavelength could be employed as a ratchet to drive the
reaction forward and prevent multiple additions. (E.g. enzyme has two states,
A and B. State A: accept a pulse of light, bind the appropriate nucleotide,
go to state B. State B: accept a non-information-carrying "driver" pulse, add
nucleotide to RNA strand, go to state A.)
For this to be useful as a practical means of RNA synthesis, yield will be
critical. Even with 99% eciency per step, fewer than half of the resulting RNA
molecules will be correct and complete after 70 steps, and a typical small mRNA
of 500nt would have a yield of only 0.6%, while the remaining incorrect 99.4%
would remain in the cell to cause problems.
Initiation? Maybe a small RNA could be expressed in a conventional fashion,
and the polymerase would bind specically to it. (CCAEs are extremely picky
in what RNA they will bind to, for example  can we change the binding to
some other specic RNA sequence?)
Termination? Maybe existing RNA hairpin loop mechanisms could be employed to dissociate the growing RNA strand from the polymerase. But: hairpins disrupt DNA:RNA binding? Might not work.
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Directed evolution

Although rational design of proteins has produced some successes, it is not
clear to me that it is at the level of sophistication required for such a major
challenge in protein engineering. Therefore I propose using directed evolution
to circumvent the time-consuming endeavour of actual understanding in lieu of
a more pragmatic whatever works approach.
TODO: what can we usefully select for? Need a plan of action.
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